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Abstract— Precipitation denotes all forms of moisture which 

reaches on the ground from atmosphere. Precipitation mainly 

includes snowfall and water droplet (rainfall). India gets 

mainly precipitation in the form of rainfall. To measure 

rainfall there are two ways first one is non recording type 

raingauge and second one is recording type raingauge. These 

all rain gauges records rain fall at a particular point but not at 

over an area. Measurement of precipitation over an area is 

required for design of hydraulic structures and drainage 

system of an area. Measurement of precipitation over an area 

is calculated by Arithmetical Mean Method, Thiessen 

Polygon Method and isohyetal method. This paper presents 

study of Measurement of Precipitation over an Area. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Precipitation is measured as a vertical depth of water at a 

point where raingauge is installed. The place where raingauge 

is installed is known as raingauge station. Raingauge measure 

the rainfall at point of an area but it cannot measure rainfall 

over an area, so a method is requires measuring a rainfall over 

an area. Three methods are available to use measure rainfall 

over an area, like arithmetic mean method, Thiessen Polygon 

Method and isohyetal method each method has a different 

condition to use. This paper presents a study on measurement 

of precipitation over an area. 

II. MEASUREMENT OF PRECIPITATION OVER AN AREA 

A. Arithmetical Mean Method 

Arithmetic mean method is a method which is based on 

average of all the measured precipitation data. Conditions to 

use arithmetic mean method are given below.   

 Arithmetic mean method is used at the area where rain 

gauges are installed at equally distributed.  

 Topography is not irregular. 

Let us assume A is the value of precipitation of area 

or mean precipitation and w x y z is the values of precipitation 

of area from different points then valve of mean precipitation 

will be the average of that value.  

A= (w+x+y+z)/4 

B. Thiessen Polygon Method 

This is graphical technique which calculates Thiessen 

weights based on the relative areas of each measurement 

station in the Thiessen polygon network. The individual 

weights are multiplied by the station reported and the values 

are summed to obtain the areal mean precipitation. 

 Rainfall recorded at each station is given a weightage 

based on the area closest to the station.  

 Let us consider a area where 4  raingauge  stations, firstly 

join all the  adjacent raingauge by the straight line. 

 Then draw Perpendicular bisectors to each of the sides of 

these straight lines. These bisectors form a polygon 

around each station. If the boundary of the catchment 

cuts the bisectors, then the boundary is taken as the outer 

limit of the polygon. These bounding polygons are called 

Thiessen Polygons. The area of these polygons is 

measured with a planimeter. 

 Let us assume value of rainfall at r stations are w, x, y 

and z, and area enclosed by the polygon are A1 A2 A3 

A4  then mean precipitation (p) 

P= (wA1 + xA2 +yA3 +zA4 ) /4 

C. Isohyetal Method 

This is another graphical technique which involves drawing 

estimated lines of equal rainfall over an area based on point 

measurements. The magnitude and extent of the resultant 

rainfall areas of coverage are then considered versus the area 

in question in order to estimate the areal precipitation value. 

Isohyets are a line joining points of equal rainfall magnitude. 

The catchment area is drawn to scale and the raingauge 

stations are marked on it. The recorded rainfall values for 

which areal average is to determine are marked at the 

respective stations.  

III. CONCLUSIONS 

Precipitation is that moisture which reaches on the ground, 

Rainfall is a common type of precipitation in India. 

Raingauge installed at stations can measure the rainfall of a 

particular point. Rainfall over an area can be calculated by 

arithmetic mean method, Thiessen polygon method and 

isohyetal method, Arithmetic mean method is a method 

which calculates average of precipitation data. Thiessen 

weight multiplied by respective value of rainfall is used in 

Thiessen polygon method. Isohyets are the lines joining equal 

points of rainfall values. Each method has different suitability 

conditions, as per suitability of topography and rainfall values 

mean precipitations are calculated. 
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